
PQ WEB
An easy to use measurement system made even easier

Easy access to statistics, 
analysis and evaluation Discover problems early

Web-based Make data available to more people

Metrum PQ Web provides a quick and clear picture of the grid’s power quality, 
directly in the web browser. An easy and effective way to monitor, analyze and 
evaluate disturbances, report data and statistics in the electricity grid.

Effective management of customer serviceAvailable to customers



PQ Web
Web-based evaluation and analysis of power quality

PQ Web is a web-based module that makes it easier to evaluate disturbances, report 
data and statistics in the grid. No installation of client software is required, which means 
easy access to the collected data, wherever you are. In addition, the information can be 
shared with more people in the company and selected external customers. The module 
is purchased separately and you only pay for the instruments connected.

Monitoring and Analysis
PQ Web can be used on any number of computers in the company for 
continuous monitoring and analysis of various parts of the grid. Each 
user gets instant overview of the disturbances, the report data and  
statistics. This makes it possible to analyze the data that is collected to 
the central server, without having to install a client software.

Direct access to specific measurement points
A clear trend in the electricity market is to allow customers to monitor 
power quality in real time. With PQ Web, customers can log in directly 
to the grid and get instant feedback on selected measuring points 
while the fault is corrected. Customers can also look at the deviation,  
understand the scope and what caused it. In this way you do not need to 
send continuous updates to your customers.

Measuring System for all voltage levels
Metrum’s measurement system PQ Controller DB is a comprehensive 
system for collection and presentation of energy and power quality as 
well as disturbance analysis. You connect one or several Metrum Class 
A meters to the system from all levels of the grid, from high voltage  
substations right down to individual low voltage substations. For more 
information, contact Metrum or your local distributor.
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Metrum – Power quality for smart grids
Metrum is the obvious partner for utility companies with  
visions. We are developing the next generation measurement 
system for energy efficiency and power quality monitoring.  

An integrated module in the overall systems deliver powerful  
decision-making information that assists in achieving strategic 
goals, long-term profitability and ability to meet future challenges.




